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Yemeni Arabic transcript: 
 

�ل: م� �.CADن ه0Aا أر?5<  آ'&.  =>:9� آ'& ;:9� ا8�!ة، وأأ"!ز... 3456 012 ا+/.- ا+*( آ'&، و أ"!زه  
9� =G= K ا+.!HDIJ!ز96� =G ا+Fه!ة ن* 3456 :لL .  
. أ"!زه� =G ا+Fه!ة: م  
8�!ة: ل�� �.وHD!ز96  
�ق، =G= K ا+09ا ال... =G= K. أC6ة: مL+ا �9Nه0ا ح G= K=...  
أK6؟: ل  
9�أ"!زه� =G ا+F: مL*ه!ة ن ./Q;ه!ة آ'& اF+ا RQ;د&ا )A<+��9�، وأ"!ز ا8�!ة ;:9�، TUVD +3 آ'& .  

 3; ،!12 )Aه3 آ0&;3 ش�X60ا 12' ا+/.- زAن أ"!ز ا+/.- ا+*( هC12!، أآ )Aا+/.- ا+*(ش K/Q;ا �= ،�9Vه0ا إ. ، وأح �Xن
ZUQ[= )A<�9� ا+C5دي، أ"!ز ;:< ا8�!ة Nدي، ه0ا حC5+د& ه0ا ا !:H]+ا �9Nق ح�L+ن . ا�آ'&، و=GAX أU1:< آ'& أ�C ح.G:Q إذا آ

5�آ_، هA'ا= )A<� ،G:Q.ح C�.أ  
. =G ا+G= .`4a ا+.!HD 3456IJ!ز96�: ل  
3456 ا+/.G:Q دي، اXJ( و=GAX أU1:< أ�C أر�T ح.�ت، . ح.GAX=G:Q أU1:< أ�C ح.G:Q آ'&  أو  ه0Aا =5�آ_،.=G ا+*!ع أC6&: م

5�آ_ fUJ ا+9a- ا1e!ىQ= )A<� G:Q.ح .GAX= 0اAآ'& 3456، ه.  
�:TUV شUA<؟: ل Z:وآ  
5�آ_: م= )A<� ghC+4*_ ا��!i< آ'&  )XJ؟ وا�TUV . TUV6 ا+>4J )A'يهA'ا G:Q./U+  .6 ا+h 3U.(، وTUV6 ا+>A( آ'& 4J'يه

)A<+4'ي. +3 د& اJ TUV6 )A<+ه0ا ا . G= 3 ا+*( ه0ا; g:Vح ،>:; g:Vه0ا ا+*( وح gUXJ 33 أن; g:Vح ،!N<+م واCX<X+ه0ا ا
.ا+*( =4<  

دح:G ذاك اm1e! هC أK6؟. +/U1 ،-l:34 أh!ب: ل  
. ه0ا أ�:o وأm1!: م  
  ه0ا ا+>N! ;3 ا+Cسp؟:ل
. =>CXم زا6'ا شN! أ�:o. شN! أC6&: م  
 

English transcript:  
 
M: I take the ful1 flower like this, and I thrust it into… I thrust it into the needle, and slide it like 
this. It becomes like this and I put it this way.  
L: So you thrust it into the flower itself and not into the bud.  
M: I thrust it into the flower.  
L: And you thrust [into] it with the needle.  
M: Yes. Not from… not from the bud… not from the… 
L: What? 
M: I thrust [into] the flower itself. I open the flower like this and thrust the needle into it. It turns 
out like this.  
There is another shape, another shape, I take the flower like this, and I put [the needle in] without 
opening it. This is its small bud, this stick; I thrust the needle into it in a different way. Like this, 
and I can leave it like this with two flowers, in an opposing way. 
L: So you thrust [into] the bud from the side. 
M: From the bud, yes. Like this, opposing, I can make it with two, like this. I can also make it 
with four flowers. I mean those two; I put [another] two in the opposing way on the other side, 
like this for example. 
L: And how will it look? 
                                                 
1 Ful: a type of Arabic jasmine. 
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M: Ha? I do this too in an opposing way to the previous ones, this shape is what I get. This is 
what I get (repeat). I made this ful and I put some mashmoom and shoqor2 in it.  
L: Just a minute, let me zoom in. So what is the green thing? 
M: This is white and green. 
L: Is this shoqor in the middle? 
M: Shoqor yes. Mashmoom and white shoqor. 
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2  Mashmoom and shoqor:  a green herb that has a nice, strong smell and is used for ornament in Yemen.  
 


